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These simple square necessities will take away your worriment with flight.
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has serious performance issues cars feel like a bar of soap on a wet tile floor the steering has 0 input time between center to full
left and full right all in all its not a game i would recommend unless you played this game before even so you would be better
off not buying this version because of the major performance problems and constant crashing. The good:
It's a classic side scroller. The graphics are really crisp and sharp. It can be beaten without tricks. The enemies are varied, as are
the weapons. Stages are varied, although more so in the second half of the game. It'd be a game you could let your kid play. The
longer you play, the more you'll get used to the controls and enjoy playing.

The bad:
It's got some bugs. It suffers from a severe lack of polish. Some levels you'll have to restart simply because you used keys on
doors that are pointless (trial and error). The controls take a bit to get used to due to a weird jump that has you glide down.

Overall, it's not one I'd recommend, but it's not as bad as some of the reviews indicate. I mean, if you got it for a dollar or
two...it's worth it.. good game, not to find fault, attracts. It was a dissapointing start when I realized Dynasty Feud wasn\u00b4t
exactly a brawler but a team based mini fighting game, but once you get in you cannot stop playing. I played for more than 30
minutes to feel confortable with all at least four characters of the same dynasty :)
All dynasties are not available from the beginning, but it\u00b4s about playing and winning matches and after playing more than
an hour I unlocked almost all of them.
Losing a character unfairly or just a second after respawning may be frustrating, but this is also what makes Dynasty Feud
different and a real challenge.
Some online matches with 4 dynasties playing are lagged and sometimes unplayable, but in general I was able to play correctly.
Awesome music and art style!
. As modern point and click adventure games go, this one is fairly decent. It's not a mind-blowing experience by any means, but
it's definitely not bad either. You play as a guy named Robert who finds himself thrust into a quest to save the world (naturally).
Robert is a very naive and unassuming sort of fella, so a lot of the plot and humor centers around his clueless innocence. The
story and dialogue is fairly good for the most part, in turns charming, funny and dark. The voice acting is hit or miss, though -
mostly it is decent, but a few lines here and there are inexplicably bad (wrong pronunciations, improper emphasis of words, etc).
Mechanically, the game also has its ups and downs. Being a point and click game, you would think that the pointing and clicking
would be spot-on, but that's not always the case. Sometimes you can't click on things that you should be able to click (though it
usually fixes itself in a second or two). Additionally, half of the achievements don't seem to be working properly. However, the
developers have started to release patches to fix some of these problems, so a lot of these things may not be issues in the future.
Regardless, none of these faults are deal breakers by any means, anyways.

The puzzles are fairly standard in adventure game terms. You basically just go around talking to people, picking up objects, and
using those objects (or combinations thereof) to solve puzzles and progress further. Thankfully, none of the solutions are overly
ridiculous or unintuitive (as is the case with many adventure games), though you will need to really think some stuff through
from time to time. Apparently there is also a help system in place if you need it (which I didn't even realize until after finishing
the game), so you probably won't ever get stuck for long, if you even get stuck at all. The game is divided into 5 chapters, each
of which consists of a self-contained series of puzzles that take place on 3 or 4 "screens". Playtime is probably around 7-8 hours
or so, give or take. So keep that in mind in terms of how much you are willing to pay. All in all, the game is pretty good. As I
said earlier, it is nothing mind-blowing for the genre, but it's a nice experience while it lasts. Probably the worst thing I could say
about it (aside from the minor glitches noted above) is that the pacing is very slow. The dialogue in particular seems like it takes
foreeeeeeeever sometimes, especially with a main character who is so low-key and slow. The pace may test your patience at
times. But if you don't mind that and are into classic adventure games, this is probably worth a look at some point. I would
probably recommend waiting for a sale, though, unless you are hardcore into adventure games and need something new to play
now.
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Basic Tetris clone where you use magnets and conductor block types instead of different shapes. You move the floor to place
the pieces trying to arrange them in a conductive manner. I gave it a couples tries, but the game always seems to give you blocks
that don't help and it moves at a pace that makes some action games feel slow--it certainly doesn't feel very casual.. This review
is based on Early Access launch Version:

The game is abit bare on Content but that should change as it progresses. The game itself is pretty solid and fun to play. It's a
mix of the sit back and watch your strategy play out as a "Manager" but more involved aswell as you have enough control over
what the car does to make quite a difference.

This game is Multiplayer Only, which i personally like and enjoy, but those of you looking for a Simgleplayer Experience may
not be satisfied with this.

the lack of cars\/tracks\/features aside, this is a pretty solid game and has got alot of potential. I would Recommend this to those
who enjoy Online games where you'r managing a racing team but not quite having direct control of the cars themselves and
watching your strategies play out.. Just an ordinary 2D platform game. The cloning and the transformation machines doesn't
really add much to the fun. Only play it if you like the genre.. I got this for 22.50 due to a System Shock 2 related coupon - but
even at full price this is absolutely worth it.

Plus:
- runs at stable 60fps with everything on MAX and without ever taxing my system (1080GTX, i7-6700, 32GB, SSD)
- great art style and great graphics
- great music
- great sound effects
- unique story that - even better - never takes itself too seriously
- great progression curve - on normal, it is NEVER easy but also never too taxing
-> great balancing
- inventive weapons
- great shooter with lots of attention to detail
- unique traits, unique skill-ups, unique weapons
- many strategies possible: stealth, hurry and run past, kill everything, make friends\/allies, etc.

Minus:
- (Unnessarily) hard beginning and streep initial learning curve
- Voice-over audio way too silent - warnings ("oxygen critical", etc.) are so low volume that one misses them easily
- pirate encounters are WAAAY too hard, especially so in the early game
- new characters in later game get issued questionable ammo (as soon as one as more than a handful of weapons unlocked)

Neutral:
- due to the art style: enemies are sprites - not animated "rag-dolls"

. This is an emulated 'port' of the ps1 version of the game under some new 'Console Classics' branding\/publisher. (while
troubleshooting, Steam even claimed that I was playing 'Ten Pin Alley' so perhaps that's a hint at their future intentions with said
branding)

The music, thankfully, seems fully intact but the aspect ratio is set to 16:9 in fullscreen and thus stretched if you aren't playing
windowed. All of the buttons use the original PlayStation icons and it wouldn't surpise me to find that the save files are
compatible with existing ps1 emulators. (or can be converted)

The resolution options are extremely limited: 320p, 480p, 720p, and 1080p.
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At this price I'd still recommend the game but just know that it's a very obvious ps1 port, needs some serious patching, and that
you'd probably be better served by just emulating it or purchasing it on PSN for the PS3.

*Updated to reflect that 1080p now works.. One of my most hilarious gaming experiences of the year, Lance A Lot is a great
party game for core gamers and casuals alike. Nominated for The \u201cBest Use Of A Farm Animal\u201d Award :D. You
gots to be a pretty big isometric fantasy nerd to enjoy this.

I am enjoying this.

I am a pretty big isometric fantasy nerd.

Modus pwnens.
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